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1 A touch of History

The Collosus Computers developed at Bletchley Park in England during WW2 were probably the first
programmable computers. Information about these machines has only been released in the last 15 years.

University of Manchester’s Small-Scale Experimental Machine (SSEM) was generally recognized as world’s
first electronic computer that ran a stored program - an event that occurred on June 21st 1948. However
the SSEM was not regarded as a fully-fledged computer, more a proof of concept that led to the Manchester
Mark 1 Computer.

Letter from F.C. Williams, Tom Kilburn, Manchester University, UK
“The capacity of the store is at present only 32 ‘words’, each of 31 binary digits, to hold instructions, data
and working. Hence only simple arithmetic routines devised to test the machine can be run.

“Examples of problems that have been carried out are:

1. Long division by the standard process. (For (230 − 1)/31, this took 1.5 seconds, the quotient being
given to 39 significant binary figures of which the 13 least significant, to the left of the binary point,
were zero, since 31 is a factor of 230 − 1.)

2. H.C.F. (GCD) by the standard process. (For 314,159,265 and 271,828,183, which are co-prime, ap-
proximately 0.5 second.)

3. Factorizing an integer. For (3) the method was deliberately chosen to give a long run the result of
which could be easily checked. Thus the highest proper factor of 218 was found by trying in a single
routine every integer from 218 − 1 downward, the necessary divisions being done not by long division,
but by the primitive process of repeated subtraction of the divisor. Thus about 130,000 numbers were
tested, involving some 3.5 million operations. The correct answer was obtained in a 52-minute run.
The instruction table in the machine contained 17 entries.”
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1.1 Instruction Execution Times

Here are measured instruction execution times on a 1.86 GHz MAC Book Air and on the UTD 2.93 GHz
Lab Machines.

1.86 GHz Mac Book Air UTD 2.93 GHz Lab PCs
INST’N Time Factor Time Factor
int add 122 ps 1 60pS 1

long add 122 ps 1 60pS 1
int mult 122 ps 1 60pS 1

long multi 133 ps 1 60pS 1
int div 350 ps 3 330pS 5.5

long div 1600 ps 14 330pS 5.5

From breaking the German Enigma and Lorenz codes during the second world war, to the physics of nuclear
reactions, to almost all chemistry and physics today, and to weather prediction, science continues to press
computer architects for faster computers.

The Chinese Tianhe-2, or Milky Way-2, can perform 54.9 petaflops per second. That is 54.9 times 1015

floating point operations per second.

Tianhe-2 has 16,000 nodes, each with two Intel Xeon IvyBridge processors and three Xeon Phi processors
for a combined total of 3,120,000 computing cores.

2 Adders and Multipliers

In this lecture I will restrict our discussion to the design of a single adder or multiplier.

2.1 Binary Arithmetic

Computers use the binary number system. Unsigned binary integers come in k-bit units, where k = 32 or
k = 64 for most purposes today. We can easily create huge numbers by combining strings of these integers
together. For now, let’s stick to k-bit unsigned integers.

A 6 bit unsigned binary integer 1001012 has decimal value 25 + 22 + 20 = 32 + 4 + 1 = 3710. Note the
subscripts, used to indicate the radix or base of the number.

In general, the value of a k-bit unsigned binary number is expressed as follows:

value =

k−1∑
i=0

di × 2i

We can form this sum in any radix, but we normally use decimals.
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2.2 Range

The Range of a k-bit unsigned binary system is [0, 2k − 1].

For 32 bits, the range is [0, 232 − 1] = [0, 429496729510]

The smallest and largest numbers are represented by the bit patterns 000...000 and 111...111. If we add 1
to the largest value in the range, the result is zero.

We represent the behavior on a number wheel:

0
1
2

2  - 1k

2.3 Negative Values

The Two’s Complement number system is used almost exclusively to represent negative values. Although
defined here, we will not need it further today.

The range of a k-bit 2’s complement number system is [−2k−1, 2k−1 − 1]. The positive range is one smaller
than the negative range. This imbalance is the consequence of having an even number of bit settings (2k)
and the need to use one of them to represent zero. Here is the number wheel:

0
1

2
2     - 1

k-1

- 2    k-1

-1
-2

- 2    k-1 +1

The sign bit is the most significant bit. All negative values have sign bits equal to 1. All non-negative values
have sign bits of 0. In an 8-bit 2’s complement system the representations look like this:
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Decimal Binary Comment
127 0111 1111 27 − 1
126 0111 1110
2 0000 0010
1 0000 0001
0 0000 0000 all zeros
−1 1111 1111 all ones
−2 1111 1110
−3 1111 1101
−127 1000 0001
−128 1000 0000 −27

2.4 Negation

The representations of positive values matches the representations of their unsigned counterparts. Negation
is achieved by taking the 2’s complement. Here is the mathematical definition:

−x = 2k − |x|

where |x| is the unsigned value of the k-bit field x. Notice that 2k requires k + 1 bits, one larger than the
k-bit field of the number system.

For example, if k = 8 bits and x = 0000 1111 then −x = 1 0000 0000− 0000 1111 = 1111 0001.
If x = 1111 0000 then −x = 1 0000 0000− 1111 0000 = 0001 0000.

A simpler method of negation is to complement all the bits and add 1:

If x = 1111 0000 then −x = 0000 1111 + 1 = 0001 0000

2.5 Overflow

The most negative 2’s complement value has no positive counterpart. If I try to take its 2’s complement I
obtain the same value as I started with:

If x = 1000 0000 then −x = 1 0000 0000− 1000 0000 = 1000 0000.

When the result of any arithmetic operation exceeds the range of the number system we say that an overflow
has occurred.

Adding 1 to the largest positive value gives the most negative value. etc.
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2.6 Limited Range

The effects of limited range are to make addition and subtraction modulo operations.

In a k-bit unsigned system,
a + b becomes (a + b) mod 2k

A consequence is that when any sequence of additions, subtractions, and multiplications occurs on unsigned
values, the answer is always correct in the least significant k bits, no matter whether overflow occurs or not.

2.7 Unsigned or Negative?

A consequence of the choice of 2’s complement to represent negative values is that the k bit pattern used to
represent any number may equally be thought of as representing an unsigned or a signed value.

For example, if k = 8-bits, 1000 1111 represents −11310 if we think of the system as 2’s complement, or
+14310 if we think of the system as unsigned.

We can do any arithmetic operations on these k-bit values while maintaining either view of the meaning of
the bit patters.

The arithmetic units of modern computers operate exactly the same irrespective of the typing of the integers.

The ONLY difference is that some computers have an overflow flag that is set when a signed operation
exceed the 2’s complement range of the number system.

3 Ripple Carry Adder Circuits

The simplest parallel adder circuit is the Ripple-Carry, or Carry-Propagate Adder. For a k-bit adder, k Full
Adder circuits are used:

x0x1x2 y0y1y2

z0z1z2

cinc1c2c3

.   .   . FA FA FA

The above diagram illustrates the right-most (or least significant) 3 stages of the adder. Two binary values,
X = xk−1, xk−1, · · · , x1, x0 and Y = yk−1, yk−1, · · · , y1, y0 are added. Carry signals flow from right to left
between the stages. The sum is represented by Z = zk−1, zk−1, · · · , z1, z0

The Full Adders can be broken down into Half-Adders and interstage OR gates:
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Here is the truth table of a Half Adder:

x y s c
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1

The output s is the Ex-Or function and c is the And function of the x and y inputs.

There are many ways to implement the Full-Adder circuit, one of the most commonly used in CMOS
integrated circuits is the 28T circuit, named for its 28 CMOS transistors. I only show this to stress the
complexity of these circuits.
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y 

X X 
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y 

y 

sum 
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c in 
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3.1 Speed of the Ripple-Carry Adder

Modern computer designs tend to base the clock rate on the slowest, or worst-case, time of any instruction. If
we add two k-bit binary numbers, the worst case time occurs when the carry ripples from the least-significant
to the most-significant ends of the adder. Let’s assume that a Full-Adder has delay from the carry signal ci
to ci+1 of 20 picoseconds.
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The total carry-propagation time is then 20× k picoseconds.

For a 64 bit adder, the time would be about 1310 pSec, resulting in a maximum clock speed of 1012/1310 =
0.76 gHz.

3.2 Using Actual Times to Completion

Consider the actual times for completion of the addition. Here we add two arbitrary 16-bit numbers.

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
a g p p p g g g a p g g g p p g
0 1 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 3 2 1

Each column is labeled with “a, g, or p”. A “g” stage generates a carry. It consumes any carry coming into
its right hand side. We start the propagation time at each “g” stage. A “p” stage propagates a carry. It
adds one unit of delay to the timing of the input carry to its right. An “a” stage annihilates an incoming
carry. No further propagation of its input carry occurs. The timings of the output carries of the stages are
given in the bottom row above.

A Carry Chain is defined as the number of stages between and including a “g” stage and the next “g” or
“a” stage to its left. The longest carry chain has length 4 in the above example.

The theoretical mean carry chain length if a very large number of pairs of random k-bit values are added is
very close to 2.0.

The theoretical mean of the longest carry chain in each those additions is about log2 k

These results suggest that an adder could be designed to report when it was finished instead of waiting for
the worst case carry propagation time.

The CDC 6600 (first supercomputer introduced in the 1960’s) used such a scheme, but the logic of the control
circuitry is complicated by variable-time operations, so most modern computers do not use this idea.

Here are the results of an experiment in which 100,000 pairs of random 16 bit values were added. It shows
the number of times that the carry chain and the longest carry chain were equal to “Length”.
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Length carry chain longest carry chain
1 449698 1033
2 211799 8591
3 99376 25787
4 47046 28229
5 21939 18393
6 10080 9472
7 4650 4560 mean carry chain length = 1.87
8 2145 2138
9 986 985 mean of the longest carry chain = 3.27
10 476 476
11 202 202
12 84 84
13 31 31
14 11 11
15 7 7

4 Carry Lookahead Adders

This topic is non-trivial, so only a sketch is given.

In each column of the adder we produce two signals, pi and gi, with the meanings given above.

pi = xi ⊕ yi Exclusive OR

gi = xi.yi And

From these propagate and generate signals all the carry signals may be produced:

ci = gi−1 + ci−1pi−1

= gi−1 + (gi−2 + ci−2pi−2)pi−1

= gi−1 + gi−2pi−1 + ci−2pi−2pi−1

...

= gi−1 + gi−2pi−1 + gi−3pi−2pi−1 + gi−4pi−3pi−2pi−1 + ci−4pi−4pi−3pi−2pi−1

4.1 CLA-4 block

In practice we must limit the fan-in of the gates to 3 or 4, depending on the technology. If the limit is 4
inputs then the largest CLA block that we can have is a CLA-4. It produces signals c3, c2, and c1 from
p2, p1, p0, g2, g1, g0 and cin:

c3 = g2 + g1p2 + g0p2p1 + cinp2p1p0

c2 = g1 + g0p1 + cinp1p0

c1 = g0 + cinp0
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Each carry signal is a simple sum of products of pi and gi signals. Each product term is the logical And of
pi and gi signals and these product terms are Or’d together. Here is an And-Or-Invert circuit that produces
c3. Nand gates would be used in practice. The delay through these circuits is 2D, where D is the nominal
gate delay.

g2

g1

p2

g0p1p2

c 3

c inp0p1p2

Here is the right-most CLA block, showing the 3 carry signals that it generates:

x0y0x1y1x2y2x3y3

g0p0
g1p1

g2p2
g3p3

cin

c1c2c3

x4y4

c4

p4 g4
c5

CLA-4

Where does c4 come from?

4.2 Group G and P signals

We add group generate and propagate signals to the CLA block:

G0 = g3 + g2p3 + g1p3p2 + g0p3p2p1

P0 = p3p2p1p0

And add a second layer of CLA-4 blocks.
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x0y0x1y1x2y2x3y3

g0p0
g1p1

g2p2
g3p3

cin

c1c2c3
CLA-4

x4y4x5y5x6y6x7y7

g4p4
g5p5

g6p6
g7p7

c5c6c7
CLA-4

x8y8x9y9x10y10x11y11

g8p8
g9p9

gp
gp

c9c10c11
CLA-4

x12y12x13y13x14y14x15y15

gp
gp

gp
gp

c13cc15
CLA-4

G0P0
G1P1

G2P2
G3P3

c1c2c3
CLA-4

P0 G0

c4c8c12

P1 G1P2 G2

c4c8c12

P3 G3

PP3 GG3

14

The process can be continued to generate a tree of CLA blocks.

CLA-2

CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3

CLA-3CLA-3

CLA-3

Cin

X0Y0X23 Y23

c1c2

c3

c4c5

c6

c7c8

c9

c10c11

c12

c13c14

c15

c16c17

c18

c19c20

c21

c22c23
p,g

P,G

P,G

MFA

Xi  Yi

Ci

pi gi

         Si
(not shown)

P,G

not used

24-bit adder based on a tree of CLA-3 blocks
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4.3 The Longest Delay Path

CLA-2

CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3CLA-3

CLA-3CLA-3

CLA-3

Cin

X0Y0X23 Y23

c1c2

c3

c4c5

c6

c7c8

c9

c10c11

c12

c13c14

c15

c16c17

c18

c19c20

c21

c22c23
p,g

P,G

P,G

MFA

Xi  Yi

Ci

pi gi

         Si
(not shown)

P,G

not used

The Longest Path is Shown in bold

4.4 Time to add in a Tree of CLA-4 blocks

There are h = log4 k levels of CLA blocks. The delay time will be:

Produce p,g signals in MFAs 2D
Pass down through h levels of CLA blocks 2Dh
Pass up through h− 1 levels of CLA blocks 2D(h− 1)
Compute final sum in MFAs 3D
Total time to add 5D + (4log4k − 2)D

For a 64-bit adder the time is 15D, as opposed to 129D with a ripple-carry adder. D is the nominal gate
delay.

The cost of the speedup is a 77% increase in the number of transistors in the adder.
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5 Binary Signed Digit Number System

Consider a number system with k-digits, each of which is selected from the set {−1, 0, 1}. We write the digit
set as {1, 0, 1}

The system is redundant, meaning that all values, other than zero, have multiple representations:

510 = 1012 = 1112 = 10112 = 11012 etc.

We use the subscript 2 to denote numbers in this system.

Two bits are required in order to represent each digit. The usual convention is as follows:

Value of digit di d+i d−i
0 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 0

5.1 Conversion to Binary Signed Digit Numbers

A number X can be thought of as two bit vectors:

If
X = 1100111 then
X+ = 1000100 and
X− = 0100011.

Conversion from 2’s complement binary to BSD is simple and takes constant time:

a k -1 a k-2 a k-3 a k-4 a i a 1 a 0 

x - k -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 x + 
k-2 x + 

k-3 x + 
k-4 x + 

i x + 
1 x + 

0 
X + 

X - 

A 

Conversion back to 2’s complement binary requires a subtraction:

A = X+ −X−

and is performed using a CLA adder in log k time.
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There is no point in converting 2’s complement binary numbers to BSD to do single additions or subtractions
since the conversion time from BSD to binary is equal to the time to add or subtract 2’s complement binary
numbers.

But when many additions or subtractions are required, as in a multiply, the conversion time is worthwhile.

BSD adders take constant time by eliminating carry propagation.

5.2 Carry-Free Addition with BSD

The adder for two BSD numbers, X and Y , comprises two stages. In the first stage of each column input
digits xi and yi are combined to form an intermediate sum si and an intermediate carry ci+1. These are all
BSD values.

In the second stage, the sum bit si is combined with the carry-in from the previous stage, ci, to generate
the result bit zi:

x i+1 y i+1 x i y i x i-1 y i-1 

s i 
c i+1 

e i 

c i 

z i+1 z i 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

e i+1 

Si-1Si+1

When xi + yi = 1 or xi + yi = 1 redundancy enables us to choose the values of the intermediate sum and
carry so that the second stage can absorb the carry from the position to the right. Consider the following
columns:

col i j
xi 1 1
yi 0 0

The results can equally be

col i j
ci+1, si = 0,1 cj+1, sj = 0, 1

or or
ci+1, si = 1, 1 cj+1, sj = 1, 1
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The second stage sum, zi, must fit into the BSD digit range {1, 0, 1}.

If a carry into stage i from the right is 1, we must choose the result, ci+1, si = 1, 1 for column i.

If a carry into stage j is 1, we must choose the result, cj+1, sj = 1, 1 for column j.

But we cannot know the exact value of that carry-in.

We can, however, bound the carry-in to one of two ranges, ci ∈ {0, 1} or ci ∈ {1, 0}. The signal ei tells which
range applies:

xi−1 yi−1 range of ci ei
1 1 {0, 1} 0
1 0 {0, 1} 0
0 1 {0, 1} 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 {0, 1} 1
1 0 {0, 1} 1
1 1 {0, 1} 1

Below is a table of possible intermediate values for the 9 values of xi and yi.

Inputs Intermediate Results Intermediate Results
for ci ∈ {0, 1} for ci ∈ {0, 1}

xi yi ci+1 si ci+1 si
1 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 0
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5.3 Longest Delay Path in a BSD Adder

The longest paths through the adder are shown in bold

x i+1 y i+1 x i y i 
x i-1 y i-1 

s i 
c i+1 

e i 

c i 

z i+1 z i 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

e i+1 

Addition is a constant time process.

5.4 BSD Addition Example

col = 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 X = −333
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 Y = −43
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 e
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 s
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 c
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Z = −376

In column 1, x1 = 1, y1 = 0. The results could be
c2, s1 = 0, 1 or c2, s1 = 1, 1
c2, s1 = 0, 1 is chosen because c1 ∈ {0, 1}

In column 5, x5 = 0, y5 = 1. The results could be
c6, s5 = 0, 1 or c6, s5 = 1, 1
c6, s5 = 0, 1 is chosen because c5 ∈ {0, 1}

In column 8, x8 = 1, y8 = 0. The results could be
c9, s8 = 0, 1 or c9, s8 = 1, 1
c9, s8 = 1, 1is chosen because c8 ∈ {0, 1}
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No choice is available or needed in any other column

5.5 Multiplication using BSD

In the simplest k-bit multiplier k partial products must be added. A tree of BSD adders can perform the
additions in log2 k time.

.

.

p
0

p
1

p
2

p
3

p
4

p
5

p
k-2

p
k-1

BSD Product

Log  k2

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Tree of BSD Adders

CLA
Adder

Binary
Product

Partial Products

6 Residue Number System

A Residue Number System (RNS) enables constant time addition, subtraction, and multiplication.

Its great speed comes from a simple theorem from number theory:

x 2 y mod m = (x mod m 2 y mod m) mod m

where the binary operator 2 ∈ {+,−,×}.

For example (x + y) mod m = ((x mod m) + (y mod m)) mod m

and (x× y) mod m = ((x mod m)× (y mod m)) mod m

Each RNS is based on a set of co-prime moduli:
We will use RNS(8,7,5,3) in our examples.

A decimal number x, if it lies within the range of the RNS, has a unique RNS representation given by its
residues modulo the RNS moduli:
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Conversion may be carried out by parallel processes, one for each modulus:

xRNS(8,7,5,3) = (x mod 8, x mod 7, x mod 5, x mod 3)

RNS(8,7,5,3) has range [0, (8× 7× 5× 3)− 1] = [0, 839].

Larger ranges are obtained by adding more moduli. See later.

6.1 RNS Addition Example

12310 = (3, 4, 3, 0)RNS(8,7,5,3), 43110 = (7, 4, 1, 2)RNS(8,7,5,3)

The sum in RNS is

((3 + 7) mod 8, (4 + 4) mod 7, (3 + 1) mod 5, (0 + 2) mod 3) = (2, 1, 4, 2)

To check the result, let’s convert the decimal answer to RNS:

(123 + 431) = 55410 = (2, 1, 4, 2)RNS(8,7,5,3)

6.2 RNS Multiplication Example

2310 = (7, 2, 3, 2)RNS(8,7,5,3), 3310 = (1, 5, 3, 0)RNS(8,7,5,3)

The product in RNS is

((7× 1) mod 8, (2× 5) mod 7, (3× 3) mod 5, (2× 0) mod 3) = (7, 3, 4, 0)

The decimal answer is 23× 33 = 75910 = (7, 3, 4, 0)RNS(8,7,5,3)

6.3 RNS Speed

The potential for high speed arithmetic comes from the ability to calculate the result in each column inde-
pendent of other columns, and therefore in parallel. There is no carry propagation between the columns. In
each column the residues will most likely be represented by unsigned binary integers.

If a particular column requires p bits to store its residues, a p bit adder (or a table-lookup scheme) will be
needed. The speed of that column adder is determined by p.

The speed of RNS arithmetic is therefore (partly) determined by the largest column width.
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6.4 Negative Values

RNS(3, 2) can represent 6 values. This range can be used to represent any interval of 6 consecutive integers
on the number line. The interval [0, 5] is an obvious choice.

RNS(3, 2) can also represent the range [−3, 2]. This done with the following mapping:

Decimal RNS
-3 (0,1)
-2 (1,0)
-1 (2,1)
0 (0,0)
1 (1,1)
2 (2,0)

Each negative value is represented by the complement of its magnitude. To complement (r1, r2), subtract
each residue from its modulus. If ri = 0, its complement is also 0.

The negative of (1,1) is (2,1), and the negative of (2,0) is (1,0).

6.5 Conversion from 2’s Complement Binary

We convert the magnitude to RNS and then take its complement if the 2’s complement value was negative.

Conversion of the magnitude is achieved via a table of RNS values of the powers of 2.

If we want to convert 32 bit 2’s complement values, we would need a table of the RNS equivalents of 1, 2,
4, 8, ... , 231.

For each one in the input binary number we look up its RNS representation in the table and add that value
to a total using the RNS parallel adder system. In the worst case 32 additions would take place.

Conversion from RNS back to 2’s complement binary is a little tricky and is beyond our allotted time.

6.6 Using Low-Cost Moduli

Say we need an RNS with a range of at least that of a 16 bit binary field, [0, 65,535]. Low-cost moduli have
the following form:
RNS(2ak−2 , 2ak−2 − 1, 2ak−3 − 1, · · · , 2a1 − 1, 2a0 − 1)

(Two values 2a − 1 and 2b − 1 are co-prime if and only if a and b are co-prime.)

We form a simple sequence and build on it as follows:
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RNS Range
RNS(23, 23 − 1, 22 − 1) 168
RNS(24, 24 − 1, 23 − 1) 1680
RNS(25, 25 − 1, 23 − 1, 22 − 1) 20,832
RNS(25, 25 − 1, 24 − 1, 23 − 1) 104,160

The final system, RNS(32, 31, 15, 7), has range 1.59 times what is needed. Its widest column is 5 bits, but
the speed of arithmetic is greatly helped by using low-cost moduli.

6.7 Disadvantages of RNS

Division and comparison are difficult operations in RNS. If both cases numbers are usually converted to a
Mixed Radix System to perform these tasks.

Fortunately almost all signal processing is done with multiplication and addition.

RNS has been used in high-speed radar system.
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